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The CMA publishes its report (by the week 
24-statutory deadline, subject to extension) with

conclusions and remedies (if required).

Does the merger raise public interest concerns with regards to: 
- media plurality, or other concerns relating to mergers of 
newspaper and media organisations?;  
- the stability of the UK financial system?; or 
- the need to maintain in the UK the capability to combat and 
mitigate the effects of public health emergencies?

The CMA has up to 40 working days to 
complete its Phase 1 assessment (following 
commencement of review after voluntary 
notification or on its own initiative) and to 
decide whether to refer the merger for a 
Phase 2 investigation.

Does the UK turnover of the enterprise being 
acquired exceed the current threshold?

Is there a relevant merger situation as defined in the Enterprise Act 
2002*?

Does the merger create or enhance a 
25% or more "share of supply" in the 

UK?

Transaction not subject to review.

Merger qualifies for investigation by the CMA. Merger does not qualify for 
investigation on competition grounds.

Phase 1.

Phase 1  decision on whether to refer to 
Phase 2***.

CMA clears unconditionally. Duty to refer but CMA clears subject
to undertakings in lieu (UILs).

Merger referred to  Phase 2.

Does the merger lead to a substantial lessening
of competition in the relevant market(s)?

Merger prohibited, divestiture ordered or
conditions imposed (either by order or, more

usually, by undertakings).

Merger cleared.

*For completeness, all transactions should also be separately 
assessed for possible notification under the National Security 
and Investment Act 2021. 
  
**The CMA provides advice to the Secretary of State on 
jurisdictional and competition issues, which must be 
accepted. 
  
*** The CMA has four months in which to make a Phase 2 
reference for a completed merger, unless the merger took 
place without having been made public and without the CMA 
being informed of it (in which case the four-month period 
starts from the earlier of the time when the material facts are 
made public, or the time the CMA is told of those facts).

Secretary of State has the power to intervene and take over the 
role of the decision-maker from the CMA**.
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